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The Rokosz of Sandomierz, the noble rising against the Polish crown of 1606-9,
is traditionally seen as a turning point in the history of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. The earliest analyses of the Rokosz saw it from the perspective
of Poland’s later partition. Its failure marked the end of a ‘golden age’ of
Commonwealth greatness, szlachta liberty and liberty of conscience; with the
resulting narrowing political and religious authority, the Commonwealth was
increasingly unable to cope with modernity or reform. The source of legitimacy
appeared to shift; power moved from a broader base of szlachta (noble) rule to an
elite ‘magnate oligarchy’ close to the crown. A similar shift in religious
legitimacy from liberty of conscience for szlachta of all Christian confessions to
a dominant Catholicism is also marked by the ‘failure’ of the Rokosz.
Mickiewicz wrote that the Commonwealth had declined due to the excesses of
szlachta liberty, which overruled all other social groups and undermined the
ancient bases of the Polish State.1 This view, which crystallised with the
Romantics under partition, was then used by historians of the Polish People’s
Republic. Maciszewski’s unfinished Marxist-Leninist analysis of 1960 sees the
‘feudal’ forces of crown, elite and religious hierarchy overcoming ‘szlachta
democracy’ in the Rokosz; this unholy alliance of spiritual and secular authorities
undermined traditional Commonwealth plurality, trying and failing to impose
reform from the centre. The Rokosz thus divided the elite from the rest of the
szlachta, destroying the unity of the estate.2
A wealth of material, published and unpublished, documents the rokosz. The
rising sparked an unparalleled amount of political polemic and interest in this
arose particularly with Polish independence between the wars.3 By returning to
these sources, we may challenge both Mickiewicz and Maciszewski’s
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assumptions. Far from being a failure, Rokosz ideals were re-legitimised in the
Commonwealth power structures, during and years after the event. This rising
did not mark the ‘beginning of the end’ of the Polish-Lithuanian State, hopelessly
unravellin g towards partition; it brought the crown and szlachta back in line with
each other, enabling them to work together again after the unrest. The rising
released tensions, strengthening the Commonwealth for the next decades.
The Commonwealth was one of the largest European territories. The Union of
Lublin in 1569 united the parliaments of Poland and Lithuania, where diversity
was commonplace; Cossacks and German burghers, Orthodox, Protestants and
Catholics, Jews and Muslims shared the same state. To govern this vast area,
power had to be devolved from the monarch and Sejm (parliament) at the centre,
to regional szlachta on their estates and sejmiki (local diets). The elective
monarchy also gave szlachta a chance to influence politics at the centre greatly
during interregna. Still, the provinces protested if they found the centre
overbearing.
Traditionally the Rokosz is seen as the beginning of the end of the szlachta
ideals of the 1573 election of Henri IV Valois. The Henrician Articles and Pacta
Conventa of this year, to which each elected monarch had to subscribe,
consolidated the rights gained by the szlachta over more than two centuries
(including religious liberty, according to the Warsaw Confederation, and
exemption from taxation).
The article de non praestanda oboedientia stated the szlachta’s right to oppose
the monarch with military force in a Rokosz, if they agreed he had broken his
obligations. This had occurred before, making Rokosz a traditional form of
szlachta protest.4 These rokoszanie (risers) justified their reaction against the
absolutum dominium of a king who had broken his contract with his subjects.5
As one anonymous szlachta polemicist put it, the crown was the head of the
Commonwealth body, but if the head was sick, a healthy body had every right to
oppose its will. 6
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This Rokosz progressed over three years. Its origins are at the start of Zygmunt
III’s reign. His plans to marry into the Habsburg house without szlachta consent
caused tension. Chancellor Jan Zamojski led the oppos ition, which became
explicit in the Sejm of 1590. 7 Dissatisfaction with this Sejm led to the zjazd
(szlachta assembly) at Kolo, seat of the Great Polish regional diet, protesting that
the crown was ignoring the szlachta role in decision making in the Sejm; other
assemblies followed. 8 The 1605 Sejm brought political tensions to a head. Here,
Zygmunt reiterated his plans for marriage, claims to the Swedish throne and war
with the Ottomans; all were rejected. The Sejm ended without conclusions; the
issues the rokoszanie were to raise could not be resolved with the crown in
parliament.9 The final attempt at this was the 1606 Sejm. Zygmunt III was
forced to affirm the commitment to Commonwealth liberties he had made on his
election before a distrustful szlachta, but failure to agree over the religious
toleration led to the break up of the Sejm. 10
The rising in 1606 only occurred when parliamentary means had failed. The
day after the Sejm ended, the declaration calling for a Rokosz came from Stezyca
on 9 April 1606, calling the szlachta to rise against the crown since he had
overruled the will of the Sejm. 11 Both sides, produced their own manifestos, at
Sandomierz and Wislica respectively; the anti-regalists, led by Palatine of
Kraków Michal Zebrzydowski and Palatine of Wilno Janusz Radziwill and
regalists, including leading nobles like the Potockis and Koniecpolskis. The
breakdown of negotiations led to open civil war, and it was only in 1609 that the
opposition leaders accepted royal authority again in an amnesty.
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The Rokosz itself harked back to the ideals of the 1573 settlement, as the
demands the risers made in their Sandomierz Articles show.12 A key priority was
the dissolution of the Habsburg alliance, this was the main thrust of criticism of
Zygmunt’s foreign affairs and military failures. The risers called for a permanent
army set up at royal expense, an end to all internal customs and duties, and an
investigation into the holding of royal lands. Key religious questions were
securing toleration, ‘anticlerical’ articles on cancelling tithes and annates, and a
call for Church contribution to state funds by at least paying the kwarta (military)
tax. We will see how far these demands were met.
Far from being a failure, the ideals of 1573, which the rokoszanie defended,
were absorbed back into the mainstream of Commonwealth discourse. This took
time; some demands were met during the rising, thus destabilising opposition to
the crown. Others were met years later, as the spirit of the Rokosz continued as
an opposition force in Commonwealth politics.
The Rokosz did not dramatically change the face of political authority.
Maciszewski set the historiographical tone from the 1960s on, seeing the Rokosz
as the point where senators and lesser szlachta were divided from each other.
The rising marked a split between a magnate elite allied with the crown, intent on
rational reform, and the mass of petty nobles unreasonably clinging to their
excessive liberties.13 Some Polish historians, notably Maczak, develop the idea
of a narrowing magnate oligarchy from this point on. 14 Yet as others, such as
Edward Opalinski argue, magnates and mass szlachta were not polarised after the
rising. Mobility and alliances across the estate continued, binding the szlachta
together.15
The rising itself did not cause a split between senators and szlachta. The
rokoszanie made every effort to involve senators, both spiritual and secular,
seeing them as their natural leaders, lamenting the time when Chancellor
Zamojski was there to take this role, and praising Rokosz leaders Zebrzydowski
and Radziwill. 16 They stressed the need for unity of all three parts of the mixta
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government; by the crown ruling in the Sejm, listening to szlachta deputies and
resident senator advisors.17 The Rokosz faltered precisely when this unity of
estates began to be restored in the Articles of Wislica. Most senators shifted to
the regalists once the crown offered hope that they could influence a
compromise; important negotiators were Zbigniew Ossolinski and Jan
Ostroróg. 18 The crown and supporters met at Wislica while their opponents were
at Sandomierz; their articles recognised many Rokosz demands, like the
importance of resident senators, need for court reform, and that szlachta status
should not be granted to foreigners.19
The 1607 Sejm adopted all 13 Wislica articles and only four rokosz demands,
rejecting the ones against the Jesuits, on toleration, the army and treasury. 20 The
army and treasury articles had aimed to force responsibility onto a monarch seen
to be avoiding his obligations; reform of these was sidelined once crown and
szlachta could work together again in the existing system. 21 The religious articles
were the main reason left for opposition against the crown; indeed the proportion
of dissenters increased as the number of rokoszanie declined. 22
Yet religious authority also did not shift with the Rokosz. The risers’ concern
to uphold confessional plurality was met, though slowly. Mieczyslaw Korolko
sees the Rokosz as the beginning of the end for liberty of conscience.23 Jarminski
argues that without Catholics, dissenters, both Protestant and Orthodox, were not
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strong enough to defend themselves in the years before the rising. 24 Yet this
alliance of dissenters and Catholics continued in and after the Rokosz to uphold
liberty of conscience.
The seventeenth century supposedly saw the rise of the Polak -Katolik ; a shift
from confessional plurality in the Commonwealth to its identification of
Polishness with Catholicism. This crystallised much later, but it has been seen as
stimulated by the Rokosz. 25 The rising reacted to what they saw as Zygmunt’s
promotion of Catholics over other confessions. The Sandomierz Articles reflect
resistance to the return of church buildings and the rise of the Jesuits, opposition
to tithes and legal appeals to Rome, as part of a wider fear that liberty of
conscience would be eroded. 26 The clergy declaration at Wislica condemned the
Warsaw Confederation; they opposed the suspension of tithes and blocking
appeals to Rome, as part of their strong objection to a compositio inter status.27
The szlachta had been calling for a compositio since 1573; it would define the
limits of clerical and noble jurisdiction, both legal, from clerical influence in the
Royal Tribunal down to the competencies of local courts, and financial, through
tithes, which szlachta could also collect.28
The end of the rising did not mean ceding to Catholic dominance; other
confessions held up in Commonwealth power structures. Zygmunt received a
clear warning not to push his szlachta too far; thereafter, church returns declined
and dissenter foundations increased.29 Protestants kept high representation in key
regional office; in Great Poland they continued to make up one third of Sejm
deputies and castellans under Zygmunt and his son. 30 Wladyslaw IV reaffirmed
24
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the Warsaw Confederation in 1632. 31 He enacted what the szlachta had been
demanding for decades; a compositio inter status, with papal approval, in 1635.
This was an important affirmation of religious plurality, limiting Catholic clerics
in secular jurisdictions and giving nobles more autonomy to support dissenting
churches.32
The Polish Rokosz must be seen in the context of confessional and political
conflict in Central Europe of the period to White Mountain, all of which were led
by Protestants against the expanding, confessionalising Catholicism that
Habsburg rule epitomised. 33 Lubieniecki, one of the first historians of the Polish
Reformation, saw the Rokosz as a liberation movement against Zygmunt III who
was too closely tied to the Habsburgs.34 His marriage and alliance with the house
that had dominated the Bohemian and Hungarian estates, was symbolic of
absolutism. 35 Their later resistance to Habsburg rule in the 1610s and 1620s
would also recall the Polish model,36 and rokoszanie supported the efforts of their
neighbours resisting Habsburg rule during and after the rising. 37 Opposition to
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Zygmunt III in the later years of his reign, like the 1626 plot to replace him with
the French duke Gaston D’Orleans, made a clear connection between dominant
Catholicism and centralising state authority, seeing royal attempts to copy the
model of their Habsburg neighbour as dangerous. Such opposition included not
just dissenters, but also Catholics.38
The Rokosz was a traditional mechanism of noble protest against a new foreign
monarch, warning him not to copy the centralising model of his Habsburg
neighbour. From Mickiewicz to Maciszewski, later interpretations of the Rokosz
have misinterpreted this reaction, using it to mark the causes for the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth’s decline far too early. Yet the rising was a
restorative check, not a catastrophe. After the rising, Zygmunt III went on to rule
for over two decades; he and his son Wladyslaw IV worked with their whole
szlachta, gradually meeting most Rokosz demands. These reaffirmed a working
Commonwealth model of devolved religious and political authority, legitimising
szlachta liberty and liberty of conscience.
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